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Village of Bellwood Integrates ShotSpotter
to Enhance Public Safety
Bellwood to Complement Existing Surveillance Camera and Wireless
Network With Addition of the ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--

In a move to further enhance public safety, the Village of Bellwood is integrating the
ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System with its wireless surveillance camera network.

The integration, scheduled for completion in early September, will allow the ShotSpotter
GLS to interoperate with the city's cameras and surveillance system to provide Bellwood
police with real-time notification of gunshot events as well as precise event data, detailed
forensic and intelligence analysis for arrest and prosecution, and information on a shooter's
location, including drive-by shooters on the move.

Bellwood is the first municipality in Illinois to cover its entire service area with a ShotSpotter
Gunshot Location System.

Current Technologies Corporation (CTC), the company that provided Bellwood's wireless
surveillance system, will install and integrate ShotSpotter with the city's Proxim wireless
network and surveillance camera system.

"ShotSpotter is an ideal complement to Bellwood's successful wireless surveillance camera
system," said Steve Daugherty, president of Current Technologies Corporation (CTC). "The
gunshot location technology not only will enable the Village's police officers to arrive on the
scene of a gunshot event faster, but as we integrate ShotSpotter into the Village's
surveillance camera network, police officers also will have a bird's-eye view of the scene
before they arrive."

According to ShotSpotter's Senior Vice President, Gregg Rowland, from a manpower, fiscal
and public safety stand point, the integration of the ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System
with wireless networks and surveillance cameras continues to makes sense.

"We've had cities report as much as a 35% drop in violent crime in areas where our system
is installed. Combine that with the crime reduction value of a video surveillance system that
is activated and directed by our system and cities will benefit from a sizeable reduction in
violent crime in any areas where the two technologies are deployed together."

"This impressive technology will give our police department another important advantage
and tool in protecting and serving our residents," said Bellwood Mayor Frank A. Pasquale.
"This forward-looking application of technology will go a long way in making Bellwood even
safer than it already is."



The ShotSpotter Gunshot Location System is the newest addition to Bellwood's multi-
faceted wireless plan, which uses a Proxim Wireless Wi-Fi mesh network and Current
Technologies Corporation camera surveillance technology to increase the ability of Bellwood
police to simultaneously monitor multiple areas for crime. According to a press release by
the Bellwood Police Department, a 15% reduction in over-all crime can be attributed to the
deterrence effect of their camera system.

About ShotSpotter, Inc. (www.shotspotter.com)

Located in Mountain View, CA, ShotSpotter, Inc., is the world's leading developer of gunshot
location systems and technology. Its flagship product currently protects the citizens of cities
nationwide from Los Angeles, CA to Washington DC using a small number of inexpensive
and easy-to-deploy sensors to detect and locate gunfire across large urban areas. The
company also offers products to law enforcement, homeland security, and military markets.

The company's patented technology has consistently produced arrests and weapons
confiscations nationwide and has helped reduce gunfire and crime rates in cities that deploy
it. In 2004, its products assisted the FBI and the Franklin County Sheriff's Office in identifying
the convicted Columbus, Ohio highway sniper.

ShotSpotter was honored in 2000 for its technological vision and leadership, receiving the
Computerworld Smithsonian Laureate Award, having been nominated by Microsoft
Chairman William H. Gates. Its technology was added to the Smithsonian Museum's
permanent collection in honor of the company's achievements.
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